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Abstract

A facial feature segmentation algorithm for head
and shoulder sequences is proposed. The method is based
on simple spatial and temporal heuristics techniques for
the purpose of practical implementation. Facial feature
are segmented using two common cues i) regular and
high image intensity variation in temporal domain due to
various motion like talking and moving, ii) high edge
density around the feature regions. Simple motion
detection method and a generic spatial operator are
applied to achieve the required segmentation. The paper
addresses issue of how to combine both information to
obtain final results and also assess the segmentation
performance.

I. Introduction

The recent advance in face recognition technologies
and others visual applications, has prompted an increase
interest in face detection research. Various techniques
have been proposed to achieve the segmentation and
extraction task. In [4,8,20,25], color information is used
to produce face candidates which are then used as
features basis in face geometry and statistical analysis.
Other methods include symmetry maps [10,14], integral
projection [2,9], blob analysis [7,23], edge-based
[6,9,11,26], subspaces/eigenspace [17,18]. Active shape
models have also been applied mainly for facial features
extraction. Deformable template is the most popular
technique [5,7,9,27]. Snake and point-distributed model
based techniques have also been presented in various
applications [12,13,16]. Neural nets such as MLP are
used in [3,22,24] to detect various-posed face in a
complex scene. These methods although have achieved a
considerable amount of success, most are still challenged
by limitations of high computational requirement and

complex solution (maximizing cost functions, solving
partial equations etc.). In a practical system, it is
important that the computational requirement and
complexity of any part (especially pre-processing stage)
are kept to minimal. In many practical/hardware
implementations, simple and effective visual front-end
processors are always preferred [20,25].

In this paper, we present a facial features
segmentation framework for head and shoulder sequences
using simple heuristics approach. The objective of the
algorithm is to show that fast segmentation can be
achieved by using only standard and simple
complementary techniques. Two partial segmentation are
acquired in parallel using both motion and spatial cue.
These two solutions are then combined collaboratively to
achieve a better segmentation performance. Motion cue
allows the location of facial features to be inferred. On
the other hand, spatial details around feature regions are
provided by the spatial solution. This collaboration
prevents the segmentation from relying on complicated
one-solution method, for instance structure from motion
(optical flow) and knowledge-based spatial methods.

II. Framework

The general structure of the algorithm is depicted in
Figure 1. Each module of the framework will be
explained in following sub-sections.

A. Locating Feature Using Motion Cue

Facial feature motion such as eye blinking and
mouth movement always causes high image intensity
change within a temporal period (high temporal change).
The likelihood of the motion is high and natural (people
are constantly moving, talking etc.) even in a short time
period. Therefore, it is reliable and easy to extract facial
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Figure 1: Framework of the segmentation algorithm

feature using motion cue. Another advantage is that
complex background can be separated from the
foreground much easier than using spatial methods.

A simple motion detection algorithm will be able to
estimate the location of the fast motion region. Absolute
interframe difference emphasizes image locations that
change with time. With an appropriate high threshold
value, binary motion image can be produced. The
application of frame difference techniques have been
reported in literature [1,23]. In these references, multiple
interframe differences are fused together to find face
silhouettes prior to facial feature location using spatial
search. Our algorithm locates facial features directly
using a single/short-term frame difference with a high
threshold value [15].

B. Spatial Segmentation - Edge to Binary Region

The spatial solution provides the necessary spatial
information for the merging stage. A spatial operator is
used to extract image region of high edge density. This
generic operator exploits the fact that facial feature edges
are always dense while other moving edges such as head
boundary are sparse. There are three basic operations in
the process - growing, smoothing and shrinking. The
growing and shrinking operations are similar to the edge
growing techniques in [19] where the technique is used
for connecting broken contour edges. The shrinking and
growing mechanism on an image pixel are illustrated in
Figure 2.

  a)                                       b)

Figure 2: a) growing,  b) shrinking

During the spatial operation, dense edges are fused
together gradually to form various binary regions while
solitary edges are being eliminated. Through interlacing
the growing and shrinking operation in a non-linear and

iterative manner [15], the fused regions resemble the
actual physical appearance of the corresponding features
and hence produce the required spatial information.
Figure 3 gives some examples of the spatial
segmentation on facial images.

  

    

Figure 3: Examples of the spatial segmentation

C.  Collaborative Merging

Both spatial and temporal solutions can be combined
to achieve a better segmentation results. The
combination routine which is termed as collaborative
merging is described by ƒ(s,τ) in equation 1. s and τ are
the spatial and temporal solution respectively.

  ƒ(s,τ) = T( R(s+τ))                            (1)

R( ) is an iterative region growing process and T( ) is a
thresholding process. The whole process can be seen as
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expanding τ within the region boundaries of s and vice
versa.

D. Region Linking

The algorithm suffers a drawback. Due to its time-
dependent nature, continuous segmentation is not
guaranteed through time. When facial feature motion is
static or insignificant, the fast motion detector will fail to
register the position of the features. In order to tackle this
problem a region linking routine based on multiple
hypothesis testing is applied. Feature regions from
previous frame are projected onto current frame. The
testing is carried out within the projected area. Two cases
are considered
Case 1: Any region of current frame that coexist or
overlap the projected area is put into correspondence with
the corresponding region of previous frame. The new
region then replaces the old region.
Case 2: The projected area is empty due to static and
insignificant motion. Previous region information in this
case, is used directly to recover the current feature
position.

This linking routine tracks moving regions and at the
same time fill in the non-motion gap between frames. A
speedy global region growing and logical operation are
applied to test all the regions simultaneously. No region
labeling and local search for correspondence are
performed due to the simplicity of the testing cases. The
algorithm assumes the motion of features is not fast
enough to result complete misalignment of corresponding
region between frames. A drawback of this assumption is
that segmentation error can be generated when regions are
not linked correctly and subsequently causes ‘leftover’
regions throughout the sequence.

III. Performance on Video Sequence

A. Segmentation Measures

In order to study the performance of the algorithm on
image sequences, we introduce two segmentation
measures. We first segment salient features (eyes, mouth,
nose and ear) from the sequence images manually and
name the regions as target regions. Segmentation results
that coincide with the target regions are termed correct
regions while the residue are regarded as segmentation
error. To measure the quality of a particular
segmentation, we use i) hit ratio, area ratio between the
correct and target region, ii) error ratio, area ratio
between the segmentation error and the background.

B. Experimental Results

Experimental results for the video sequence
‘Salesman’ are presented in this section (see last example
in Figure 3).  In Figure 4a, the graphs of error ratio vs hit
ratio for both initial spatial (x) and temporal (o) solutions
are shown. Each point on the graph represents the
segmentation ratio for one frame. The two different
clusters indicate that both solutions are far from the ideal
position of successful segmentation (1,0). This is because
the segmentation methods are too simple to handle
complex background and motion. Figure 4b shows that a
slight improvement when both solutions are merged as
more points are drawn near to (1,0). The segmentation
inconsistency due to temporal dependency is also clearly
evident with all point scatter around the y=0 line. Finally
the performance of the algorithm has improved a great
deal as shown in Figure 4c when the region linking
routine is applied. Most of the points are now nearer to
the ideal position. The percentage of complete capture
(with background error tolerance) of eyes and mouth
region for the salesman sequence are 100% and 86% out
of 64 frames respectively. The figures are similar for
another sequence ‘Claire’ (95% and 94% out of 166
frames).

       

Figure 4: Error ratio vs hit ratio of a) motion and
spatial solution respectively, b) collaborative merging,
c) region linking

IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a segmentation
framework for a cost-effective visual front-end
processor. The algorithm takes into account several
important issues such as complex background,
orientation, etc. The results in the last section provides
the evidence on the effectiveness of the algorithm in

a)

b)

c)
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reducing background error and improving the overall
segmentation performance. Since the algorithm makes
use of standard and simple heuristic techniques, it is
well-suited for real time and hardware implementation.
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